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NESTLÉ LAUNCHES IRELAND’S FIRST OOH CAMPAIGN WITH 100% RECYCLED PAPER
Nestlé Ireland has become the first advertiser in the Irish market to use 100% recycled paper for an
Outdoor advertising campaign.
As part of a joint commitment between Nestlé Ireland and PML Group to improve sustainability in Out of
Home advertising, the campaign advertising the launch of KitKat Zebra used green printing techniques on
100% recycled paper. Unlike current processes, this new recycled paper collects used paper which has
the ink removed and is pulped prior to reaching the papermaking stage.
Maria McKenna, Confectionery Marketing Manager, Nestlé Ireland said: “We are proud to be the first
advertiser in the Irish market to use 100% recycled paper for an Outdoor campaign. Nestlé has a role to
play in reducing our impact on the environment and that is why we have made a commitment to reach net
zero emissions by 2050. To do this requires action across our whole business and using a 100% recycled
and recyclable product for OOH advertising, without losing the quality of the product, is an exciting
development towards achieving this”

Louise Enright, Director at Source OOH added; “We are delighted to collaborate with Nestlé to bring this
game-changing innovation to the market and help boost Nestlé’s commitment to sustainability by delivering
the first OOH campaign printed on 100% recycled paper in the Irish market. This campaign is an important
step forward in OOH’s ability to deliver greener solutions for our advertisers and to reduce the industry’s
environmental impact.”
Complementing the 6 Sheet formats, the campaign was also displaying on Digishelters located in busy
footfall areas across Dublin.
Horizon Digital Print facilitated the eco-friendly printing process, which offers advertisers recycled printing
techniques for the first time.
Media: Mindshare - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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VODAFONE UNVEILS ‘TOGETHER WE CAN’ AS NEW
GLOBAL BRAND POSITIONING
Vodafone has unveiled “Together we can” as a new global brand positioning that “celebrates what the human spirit can achieve when combined with technology”
on classic and digital billboards across Ireland.
The telecom company is positioning beyond mobile telephony as a broader technology business. Planned by Carat and PML, the OOH encompasses 48 Sheets,
96 Sheets, Digipoles and the mega 240 Sheet in Ranelagh.
The portfolio posters created by Folk Wunderman Thompson feature innovations including remote healthcare and working hubs, renewable energy and an over
70s smartphone helpline. One standout achievement is the Diabetes Drone developed though the NUI Galway – pioneering the world’s first ‘beyond visual line of
sight’ (BVLOS) delivery of two diabetic drugs, insulin and glucagon to Inis Mór, the largest of the Aran islands.
Head of Consumer Brand at Vodafone, Orla Nagle said:
“Together We Can places the emphasis on ‘we’, and how collaboration between the human spirit and innovation can achieve great things. The experience of the
last 12 months during the Covid-19 crisis has demonstrated more than ever the critical role of connectivity and technology in keeping society, businesses and
governments connected. Vodafone fundamentally believes that technology can improve lives, and this new positioning builds further momentum to our purpose to
connect for a better future and enable an inclusive, sustainable digital society.”
Vodafone said the new brand positioning was “inspired by consumer research” that showed the role of technology in people’s lives “has evolved from something
that simply excites people on a personal level, to something that plays a more meaningful role in the world at large, in particular, on issues such as sustainability
and societal development”. The research showed the growing importance of sustainability for consumers in their brand preferences – with nearly eight in 10
people “indicating that it was key for them”.
Media: Carat - Creative: Folk Wunderman Thompson - OOH Agency: PML
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IT’S A DONEDEAL
DoneDeal are bringing Ireland’s largest car showroom to the streets of the country this month.
Hosting a significant selection of cars for sale, the OOH campaign communicates how a vast majority
of Ireland’s most trusted car dealerships have a presence on the site. Formats were selected based on
locations close to or within the vicinity of the car dealerships mentioned. The campaign focuses on key
areas with premium roadside formats in Dublin, Cork, Waterford and Wexford. Dublin exclusive Metropoles
target areas with a large dealership presence in the capital.
In its recently released Motor Market Report, DoneDeal found consumer sentiment was holding up well
despite the pandemic, with 40% of respondents intending to buy a car this year. The report also shows a
massive 70% increase in electric car searches on DoneDeal.
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DON’T FALL FOUL WHEN DOG WALKING
Dublin City Council launched the second phase of its dog fouling campaign this month to encourage dog
owners to act responsibly and pick up after their dog.
The DCC revealed it has recorded a 27% increase in complaints regarding the issue of dog fouling in
public parks and open spaces over the past 12 months.
A suite of Outdoor and digital ads ran in tandem to highlight the major issues of dog waste across the city.
The Outdoor campaign which featured on Metropoles and Adbox targeted blackspots across the city to
highlight the matter.
According to a Behaviour & Attitudes Survey carried out by Dogs Trust in 2019, 7 in 10 people claimed to
have walked in dog poo on the street. The survey also found that 51% had come across dog poo in their
local park, 31% had rolled a buggy through dog poo, 33% rolled a bicycle through it and 11% rolled their
wheelchair through it.
Media: Carat - Media: Folk Wunderman Thompson - OOH Agency: PML
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INM ROLLS OUT NEW CAMPAIGN TO
PROMOTE ITS WEEKEND TITLES
INM has rolled out a new cross-platform campaign for its weekend titles, the Sunday Independent and the
Irish Independent on Saturday.
The ‘escape’ themed campaign consists of a national TV advert, OOH, press and digital. The OOH,
planned by Starcom and Source out of home, extends to 48 Sheets, Bus Shelters, main city T-Sides and
POS in the form of Shelfies, Adbox 6 Sheets, Applegreen Screens and Adshel Live Retail.
The posters are illustration based and feature a main character exiting the week and escaping to the
weekend, through the weekend offering from the Independent.
According to Lee Martin, head of marketing and promotions at Independent News & Media: “Sales of
weekend newspapers have been extremely resilient throughout the pandemic as people have sought an
escape from their weekday routines. We tasked The Public House with capturing the feeling you get when
you are immersed in the unique journalism of the Irish Independent and Sunday Independent, so that we
can share it with those who have lost that escape.”
“The Independent weekend papers are a really interesting read that are on a level with the readers, we
wanted to communicate that in an imaginative way to illustrate that feeling of getting lost in the stories and
the journey that takes you on,” adds Colin Hart, creative director, The Public House.
Media: Starcom - Creative: The Public House - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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CARLSBERG LIFTS THE LID WITH
OOH
Carlsberg has announced a new product innovation, the Zer02 cap.
A tiny detail with big impact, the new Zer02 bottle cap contains an oxygen scavenger in the liner which
reduces oxygen in the bottle and offers consumers even fresher beer.
The cap actively absorbs oxygen, removing it from the head space in the bottle. As a result, the new
technology reduces flavour oxidation and increases the length of the beer’s freshness by 15% compared to
standard bottle lids.
To inform and introduce customers to the new bottle feature, the Danish lager took to digital screens in key
retail and off trade environments across the country.

Media: PHD - OOH Agency: Source out of home
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DYNAMIC ADDS RELEVANCE TO
BELFAST TELEGRAPH
Belfast Telegraph has gone big and bold with its most recent Outdoor advertising campaign, with the
Backlit 192 Sheet billboard in Belfast at its centre. Located outside the biggest vaccine clinic in NI at
the SSE Arena, aiming to deliver 40,000 jabs per week, the large format display targets traffic on the M3
motorway, as well as those in the Titanic Quarter. The launch of the SSE Vaccination centre offered the
timely and unique opportunity to launch Belfast Telegraph’s new brand campaign. Belfast Telegraph has
stayed true to its brand promise throughout Covid-19 to ‘Tell it like it is’ – shining a light on the success
and failures of those tasked with bringing us safely through the pandemic. To bring the campaign to
suburban locations, Dynamic Digital OOH was also employed.
Ally O’Neill, Senior Media Manager, Ardmore, said: “The goal of this campaign was to create a community
focused, balanced and witty campaign which would reflect their editorial commitment, giving Belfast
Telegraph a renewed sense of relevance.

“In order to drill into that relevance Dynamic Digital OOH has been orchestrated across NI focusing on
vaccination centres and shuttle links to centres. The Dynamic content pulls in information on vaccination
numbers refreshing daily. Using data in this way has allowed us to elevate a media channel, increasing
its recall and relevancy of messaging. A simple tweak, but one that allows us to bind data and creative
– enhancing the efficiency of the media channel. Adding Backlit formats, including the huge 192 Sheet
directly outside the SSE Arena further increased the campaign and brand awareness.”
Nicola McNaughton, Senior Account Manager, PML Group NI added: “This is the first Dynamic campaign
using data from a bespoke API source. It’s a unique and highly relevant way to employ Dynamic OOH, an
ongoing reminder of the success of the vaccination programme in Northern Ireland.”
Media: Ardmore

-

Creative: The Public House

-

OOH Agency: PML
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Moving Minds
Over the past year, OOH advertising has....
65%

Helped me
discover a
new brand

54%

Increased my
favourability
of a brand

56%

Influenced
my decision
to buy a
product or
service

79% AB Males

63% ABs

65% AB Males

70% Children in household

76% 16-19s

78% 16-19s

81%

Informed
me about
COVID-19
and public
health
information

57%

Given me
something
of interest
to look at
while
exercising
locally

65%

Provided a
sense of
normality
during
extraordinary
times

85% 16-34s

65% 16-24s

65% AB Males

91% C2s

66% ABs

73% ABs

reminded me of...

LIVE EVERYDAY WITH CENTRA
Centra is promoting its own brand range on OOH, highlighting the amazing quality and value the grocer
has to offer.
Featuring a wide selection of the Centra range products, the campaign targets busy, on the go consumers
looking for tasty, convenient, and affordable options.
48 Sheets, Bus Shelter 6 Sheets alongside Digipanels and Digishelters,in close proximity to their stores,
form the wide-reaching campaign, bringing Centra’s food choices closer to shoppers.
Media: Starcom - OOH Agency: Source out of home

66%

An ad
I’d seen
on TV

67%

An ad
I’d seen
online

77% 45-54 Males

90% C2 Females

74% 16-24s

88% 16-24s Females

Billboards, Outdoor ads / posters, Digital advertising screens or ads at the supermarket.
Research conducted independently by Ipsos MRBI.
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Clodagh Ryan, Account Director, PHD Ireland added: ”We are really excited about the launch of
Gordon’s Mediterranean Orange Gin this year. Out of Home is the perfect environment to bring a pop
of colour and showcase our new flavour across key retail sites in Northern Ireland. We have focused
on path to purchase formats and sites to really drive engagement with our customer at the all-important
decision making time! OOH also brings the scale and impact required to ensure the launch of Gordon’s
Mediterranean Orange Gin is visible to large audiences in Northern Ireland
Media: PHD Ireland

-

OOH Agency: Source out of home
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GORDON’S BRINGS TASTE OF
THE MED HOME
It’s optimistic we’ll be sipping gin by the Med on holiday this year, but to recreate the flavours of summer
Gordon’s is welcoming its new flavoured gin. A refreshing take on the classic drink, enhanced with the
zesty flavour of Mediterranean oranges, the new product has launched with an Out of Home campaign.
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Great Outdoor, it’s not rocket science,
but there are elements.

01 668 2900

pmlgroup.ie

designplus@pmlgroup.ie
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New to OOH

KP Nuts - Tayto Snacks

Media: Starcom
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Proceive - Ocean Healthcare
Media: Zenith
OOH Agency: PML

Minami MorEPA Mind
- Nestlé Health Service

Media: Mindshare
OOH Agency: Source out of home
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Planet OOH

ATMA: Scented Screens

Terre des Hommes: It’s time to change perspective

ARGENTINA: “Billboard Taster” an interactive activation carried out in the main shopping malls of
Argentina, which sought to collaborate in the early detection of COVID-19.

ITALY: On International Women’s Day – 8th March – Terre des Hommes presented the first mini Outdoor
campaign that invited citizens to look at the monuments in their cities from a different point of view: the
female one, relaunching a petition to build a statue dedicated to girls who have been victims of violence

What could be seen on the shopping malls’ screens seemed to be nothing more than a simple
advertisement, but the truth is that, when approaching, the posters emanate the smell of the photo (freshly
prepared toast, coffee, orange juice, etc.). The proposal was that if the person did not notice the smell, he/
she should immediately contact the WhatsApp line of the National Ministry of Health.

Around Milan, as in most of Italy, almost every statue is dedicated to a male figure. And yet, history is full
of women who deserve their own monument. Terre des Hommes brought out a new perspective, literally:
3 installations, 3 special billboards placed in 3 squares in Milan that allowed the viewer - thanks to
perspective - to visually “replace” the current statues with a female alternative.
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MARCH 2021

TOP RECALL

TOP RATED

McDonald’s
Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Leo Burnett
OOH Agency: Source out of home

EASE OF UNDERSTANDING

Diageo - Media: PHD - Creative: Unit
OOH Agency: Source out of home

RELEVANCE

Musgrave Group - Media: Starcom
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Disney
Media: Mediaworks
Creative: BBDO
OOH Agency: Source out of home

CALL TO ACTION

Burger King - Media: Carat - Creative: BBH
OOH Agency: PML
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TOP CATEGORIES

MARCH 2021 CYCLES 5 & 6

€k

€500k

€1,000k

€1,500k

€2,000k

€2,500k

€3,000k

Retail Outlets

Media

Beers & Ciders

Confectionery & Snacking

Food

Finance

Telecoms

Soft Drinks

Political & Advisory

QSRs

6 Sheet
All figures based on display value at rate card.

Large

Digital

Ambient

1 Retail Outlets

€2,938k

6 Finance

€1,195k

2 Media

€1,716k

7 Telecoms

€918k

3 Beers & Ciders

€1,524k

8 Soft Drinks

€836k

4 Confectionery & Snacking

€1,316k

9 Political & Advisory

€664k

5 Food

€1,272k

10 QSRs

€629k
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CONTACT
US
PML Group ROI
First Floor, Harmony Court,
Harmony Row, Dublin 2,
D02 VY52
Tel: 01 668 2900
Email: info@pmlgroup.ie

Location
Based
Marketing
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